PETER MCCLEARY
VISION & PARADOX: THE STRUCTURAL RESEARCH OF ROBERT LE RICOLAIR
wed 21 january • 5:30 pm • ives hall 100
professor of architecture, university of pennsylvania

JOHN LYLE
REGENERATIVE DESIGN FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
thurs 22 january • 7:30 pm • dreese lab 0113
professor of landscape architecture, calpoly pomona, sponsored by the glimcher lecture fund

DAVID BIAGGI
SPELLING ARCHITECTURE
wed 28 january • 5:30 pm • ives hall 100
architect, assistant professor of architecture, university of kentucky

JULIAN DE LA FUENTE
MEMORY AND TALES
mon 9 february • 5:30 pm • ives hall 100
architect, visiting professor, syracuse university and university of pennsylvania

FABRICATIONS: FULLY ASSEMBLED
LAURIE HAWKINSON, CRAIG HODGETTS, SHEILA KENNEDY, BYRON KUTH, SAMBO MOCKBEE, ERIC OWEN MOSS, ENRIQUE NORTEN, JOHN PATKAU, ROB QUIGLEY, STANLEY SATOMITZ, NADER TEHRANI
moderated by AARON BETSKY, TERENCE RILEY, MARK ROBBINS
sat 14 february • 9:00 am • 4:30 pm • wexner center
organized by the wexner center for the arts in association with the exhibition, Fabrations: Full Scale

MICROSCOPIC PROCESSES IN DESIGN
STAN ALLEN, CAROLINE BOS, CARL CHU, JEFFREY KIPNIS, SANFORD KWINTER, GREG LYNN, BRUCE MAU, FASHION MOUSAVI, JESSIE REISER, ROBERT SOMOL, NANAKO UMEMOTO, BEN VAN BERKEL, ALEJANDRO ZAERO-POLO, ANDREW ZAGO
fri 20 + sat 21 february • ives hall
sponsored by the herbert baumer fund

STEVEN HOLL
TWOFOLD MEANING
wed 25 february • 8:00 pm • fawcett center
architect, professor, columbia university, co-sponsored by als columbus
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